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ABSTRACT 
The video streaming business has grown substantially during the last decades. To optimize the user experience in video                  
streaming, it is important to know how the user satisfaction relates to the technical qualities for the video streaming services,                    
such as bufferings and startup times. The Net Promoter Score (NPS) is a widely used management tool used in surveys to                     
measure customer satisfaction and loyalty. The users are categorized into three user groups based on a survey question. This                   
thesis investigates whether it is possible to find correlations between the three user groups based on NPS ratings and                   
measured technical qualities from video streams. Initial data exploring through information visualization suggested that the               
data should be separated into live streams and video-on-demand. 

Statistical analysis showed that the NPS user groups have no correlations to how long the users are watching the streams, nor                     
to how long the video takes to start. The results showed, that the users watching live streams seem to be more sensitive to                       
lower qualities than those watching video- on-demand. However, this could also be due to the fact that the measured                   
technical qualities during live streams are generally lower. 

The buffering and the seek time proved to have correlations to the measured user satisfaction, but several other factors such                    
as the actual video content could also have big impacts on the user’s ratings. The users which had experienced more buffering                     
and longer seek times were more likely to rate the service with a lower score, than the average user. 

 

SAMMANFATTNING 
Mängden videor som streamas över Internet har ökat väsentligt under de senaste årtiondena. För att kunna optimera                 
upplevelsen för de som streamar videor är det viktigt för företagen som erbjuder dessa tjänster att veta hur kundnöjdheten                   
relaterar till de tekniska egenskaperna. Dessa kan inkludera faktorer såsom buffring och starttider. Net Promoter Score (NPS)                 
är ett verktyg som används inom många olika branscher för att mäta kundnöjdhet och lojalitet. Användarna delas in i tre                    
grupper beroende på hur de svarar på en enkätfråga. Detta examensarbete undersöker huruvida det är möjligt att hitta                  
korrelationer mellan kundnöjdhet baserad på de tre användargrupperna från NPS-verktyget och uppmätta tekniska kvaliteter              
från en streamingtjänst. Efter att inledande informationsvisualiseringar påvisade skillnader mellan live-strömmar och            
video-on-demand har dessa grupper hanterats separat. 

Statistisk analys visade att de tre NPS-grupperna inte har några korrelationer med starttiden eller hur länge användarna tittar                  
på videor. Resultatet visade även att användarna som tittar på live-strömmar verkar vara känsligare för lägre tekniska                 
kvaliteter än de som tittar på video-on-demand. Detta kan dock även bero på att de uppmätta tekniska egenskaperna under                   
live-strömmarna generellt är lite lägre. 

Buffringen och söktiden visade sig ha samband med den uppmätta kundnöjdheten, men flera andra faktorer, såsom det                 
faktiska videoinnehållet, kan också ha en inverkan på användarnas betyg. Användarna som hade upplevt mer buffring och                 
längre söktider var mer benägna att ge tjänsten ett lägre betyg än den genomsnittliga användaren.  
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ABSTRACT 
The video streaming business has grown substantially       
during the last decades. To optimize the user experience         
in video streaming, it is important to know how the user           
satisfaction relates to the technical qualities for the video         
streaming services, such as bufferings and startup times.        
The Net Promoter Score (NPS) is a widely used         
management tool used in surveys to measure customer        
satisfaction and loyalty. The users are categorized into        
three user groups based on a survey question. This thesis          
investigates whether it is possible to find correlations        
between the three user groups based on NPS ratings and          
measured technical qualities from video streams. Initial       
data exploring through information visualization     
suggested that the data should be separated into live         
streams and video-on-demand. 

Statistical analysis showed that the NPS user groups have         
no correlations to how long the users are watching the          
streams, nor to how long the video takes to start. The           
results showed, that the users watching live streams seem         
to be more sensitive to lower qualities than those         
watching video- on-demand. However, this could also be        
due to the fact that the measured technical qualities during          
live streams are generally lower. 

The buffering and the seek time proved to have         
correlations to the measured user satisfaction, but several        
other factors such as the actual video content could also          
have big impacts on the user’s ratings. The users which          
had experienced more buffering and longer seek times        
were more likely to rate the service with a lower score,           
than the average user. 

Author Keywords 
Net Promoter Score; NPS; Video-on-demand; Live      
streams; User satisfaction; Z-score; Video streaming      
quality; Quality of experience. 

INTRODUCTION 
The media business has changed radically during the last         
decades, one of the reasons being that a huge part of the            
television has moved to the Internet. This has caused a          
major change in how we consume videos. For companies         

that offer video subscription services, a few of the most          
important issues is to make sure that the video starts up           
quickly, without failures and that it streams with high         
quality and without interruptions [2]. The expectations       
from the users are constantly increasing and therefore it is          
crucial to be aware of which of the qualities that has the            
biggest impact on the consumer [3]. The stream and web          
users are growing exponentially and this has led to a          
heavy demand on the Internet bandwidth. To relieve the         
heavy request of streaming data, introduction of the        
content delivery network has made significant      
improvements possible in the last couple of decades [2]. 

Since customer satisfaction and customer loyalty are well        
used terms in modern management, it has also become         
increasingly important to make sure that the       
measurements for these concepts are reliable [5]. The Net         
Promoter Score (NPS) is a tool that was introduced by          
Reichheld in his article “The one number you need to          
grow”, published in 2003 [17]. According to Reichheld,        
the only thing companies need to ask their customers in          
order to measure loyalty and satisfaction is this one         
question: “How likely is it that you would recommend our          
company to a friend or a colleague?”. Reichheld claims         
that other surveys or statistical models are more or less          
unnecessary. The reason for why the NPS is considered         
useful is that by recommending a company to someone         
else, the customer is to some extent putting their own          
reputation at stake, which is why it is a strong indicator of            
loyalty. The question is also short and precise, which is          
useful when you want to obtain a high response rate [17].  

The NPS is used in a wide range of businesses and since            
the technical qualities as well as loyalty and customer         
satisfaction are of great importance for streaming       
services, this thesis aims to investigate whether it is         
possible to find correlation between the NPS and the         
actual technical qualities from video streams. If clear        
correlations can be found, it is possible that the results          
also can derive useful information about which technical        
qualities that are important to the user satisfaction. The         
results from this thesis can be of value for video          
streaming suppliers during development as well as       



providing a better understanding of what affects the user         
satisfaction. The main research question of this thesis is:         
Are there correlations between measured customer      
satisfaction through the Net Promoter Score and measured        
technical qualities for video streaming services? To       
answer this question, two sub-questions has been added: 

- Is the Net Promoter Score a relevant tool for         
measuring perceived video streaming qualities? 

- How does the technical qualities affect the user        
satisfaction? 

THEORY AND RELATED RESEARCH 

Quality of Experience 
Quality of Experience (QoE) is a term often used in the           
field of video streaming research. It is focusing on the          
overall customer satisfaction of a service involving a        
technical application. One definition of the term is “the         
overall acceptance of an application or service, as        
perceived subjectively by the end user” [1]. User        
Experience (UX) is about designing and evaluating       
systems with the focus on the experience, i.e. the stream          
of perception and interpretation of one or multiple events,         
that the user has. It is closely related to the QoE, although            
the QoE also deals with the actual content of the service           
[16].  

The four most important parts that together make up the          
backbone of the media value chain, i.e what makes value          
for the company, are; creativity (the content), technology        
(including delivery and interaction), market and finance       
(the business model) and the user (usage of the service)          
[1]. In this thesis, the focus lies on the technology. 

Inácio et. al. [9] describes a correlation between technical         
qualities and QoE subjective factors with the user        
perception impact of the variation of the quality. The         
participants in the study ranked more than 140 videos         
where all the factors clearly showed a correlation between         
the factors of the stream. The factors were then modeled          
using the Pearson correlation coefficient where the       
different factors were weighted. The validity tests of this         
model showed 99% of accuracy between three levels of         
bitrate and the Mean Opinion Score (MOS). The MOS         
score is an average of the results of a subjective score           
from 1 to 5, where 1 is bad and 5 is excellent. 

Evaluation Methods 
The International Telecommunication Union (ITU) has,      
depending on the purpose of the evaluation, proposed        
recommendations with a number of different subjective       
assessment methods of video quality, although there are        
no set standard methods [10]. Subjective assessment       
methods are important in the field of QoE, not least since           
there is research that suggests that some objective quality         

assessment algorithms such as peak signal-to-noise ratio       
(PSNR) does not always correlate well with ratings [8]. 

Wang et. al. [20], suggests an objective evaluation video         
quality assessment method in the Internet streaming field        
of Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP). The results give a          
measure of QoE that could be compared with human user          
experience results of the quality of the stream. The         
experimental results of the study shows that the objective         
scores have a strong correlation to the user experience. 

Tominaga et al. did a study [19] where they tried out a            
number of different subjective assessment methods      
provided by the ITU for evaluating mobile video quality,         
one of them being the commonly used Double Stimulus         
Continuous Quality Scale test where the subject sees        
unimpaired reference and impaired sequences in a random        
order before rating the quality of both on a continuous          
scale. The authors found that the correlation coefficients        
of the MOS between the eight scaling methods they tried,          
including the absolute category ratings with five and        
eleven options (ACR5, ACR11), were high. They       
therefore concluded that the choice between different       
rating scales does not have a significant impact on the          
result. 

Liang et. al. [13] claims that the user expectation has a           
direct impact on the perceived quality. The authors did a          
research in 2015 where they used twelve different brands         
of mobile TV, sent out surveys and built a rating system           
in order to find correlations between aspects such as brand          
image, customer expectation, perceived quality, customer      
satisfaction and loyalty. The authors use the term        
“perceived value” to describe the subjective feelings the        
user has after taking the quality and the expectation as          
well as the overall provided level of service into         
consideration. This perceived value is then in direct        
correlation with the customer loyalty. The data was        
examined using the rough set theory and the weighted         
average evaluation method. Through this method, the       
authors claimed that it was possible to not only find          
casualties based on past events, but also to provide         
recommendations for future development as well as       
evaluations of loyalty and purchase attitudes of the users. 

A no reference hybrid model for video quality assessment         
was proposed by Wang, et. al. [21]. The authors used an           
employing Partial Least Squares Regression model (a       
hybrid model) that combined multiple streaming features       
such as network and bitstream features. The evaluation        
took the video quality dependence on the visual content         
and network conditions in account. The results of the         
study shows a prediction with a high correlation of 95.5%          
between the quality prediction and the perceived quality        
from the subjective user score. 



Technical Qualities for Video Streaming 
The development of Internet applications often result in        
trade-offs and one of the most important aspects of the          
end user quality perception is the waiting times [7]. In the           
case of video streaming services, one of the trade-offs lies          
between prioritizing the waiting time before the service        
starts up and possible interruptions during the streaming,        
while at the same time trying to provide a high resolution.           
Research through subjective user studies suggests that the        
users are very sensitive to interruptions. An increasement        
of the initial delay is therefore suggested in order for the           
prebuffering to overcome bad network conditions or other        
lacks of resources and thereby avoiding later interruptions        
[7]. 

A study by Krishnan and Sitaraman [11] established        
correlations between video streaming quality and user       
behavior. As an example, they showed that users starts to          
abandon a video if it takes more than two seconds to start            
it up and according to a study by Dobrian et al. [3], the             
buffer ratio is the aspect that has the biggest impact on the            
user engagement. 

In another study, Hossfeld et al. [6] let subjects watch a           
series of short video clips with a variation of predefined          
start-up times and interruptions. After each video, the        
subjects were asked to rate the overall perceived quality         
on a 5-point scale. They were also presented with pairs of           
videos where one had a fixed number of seconds of initial           
delay, while the other instead had an interruption of the          
same length. They were then asked to choose which one          
they preferred. The results clearly stated that the users         
preferred initial delays to interruptions and that even short         
interruptions had a significant effects on the perceived        
quality. Psychological time perception principles claim      
that there is a logarithmic relationship between waiting        
times and user satisfaction ratings and it has been proven          
through research that this principle also is applicable for         
simple interactive data services [4,7].  

Long waiting time and high latency is directly correlated         
with decreased user satisfaction and churn (i.e. higher        
attrition rate) [4], and in cases where the waiting times are           
inevitable, it might be useful to implement other        
management strategies in order to keep the customers        
satisfied. In order to keep the subscribers, one might for          
example want to attract affected customers with good        
deals or offers. 

Net Promoter Score 
A paper on how the word-of-mouth effects of signal         
quality of video-on-demand services affects the customer       
acquisition was published in the Marketing Science       
Journal in 2010 [18]. The authors used data on the signal           
quality in combination with geographical data from the        
current subscribers. Through this knowledge, they used       
geographical data for potential new subscribers and the        

signal quality in that area to predict the likelihood of          
gaining more subscribers. The results suggested that the        
positive aspects of the word-of-mouth affects about 8% of         
the subscribers, while the negative word-of-mouth that       
springs from bad signal quality is more than twice as          
large. 

When answering the NPS question, the subjects are asked         
to rate their answer on a scale from 0 to 10. On this scale,              
0 equals “not likely at all”, while 10 means “most likely”.           
The responses are then divided into three groups, where         
customers rating 0-6 are being labeled as Detractors, 7-8         
indicates that they are “passively satisfied” and labeled as         
Passives, while the customers that rates 9-10 are labeled         
as Promoters (see figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Color representation of the three categories 
Detractors, Passives and Promoters, represented in the Net 

Promoter Score. 

The NPS score is calculated by the percentage of the          
Promoters minus the percentage of the Detractors. This        
means that the possible NPS is ranging from -100 to 100,           
where a positive number indicates good growth, and a         
number above 75% indicates world class customer loyalty        
[17]. Reichheld goes on to claim that loyalty is one of the            
most important driving forces towards growth, but says        
that although loyalty does not always equal growth, there         
can be no growth without it. 

The NPS tool has been criticized in a number of          
publications for being too simple, but has nonetheless        
gained great popularity in a wide range of businesses. The          
scale to which the question is answered is also lacking a           
“don’t know” answer, which usually is a standard        
recommendation [5]. Although the research that compares       
customer satisfaction between different nations and      
cultures is limited, there are research results that suggest         
that there are certain differences in how people responds         
to surveys, i.e. how they use rating scales [15]. This could           
affect how the scaling should be constructed in order to          
group the respondents in the most appropriate way. 

Krol et. al. [12] conducted a survey where the patient          
experience and satisfaction was evaluated using three       
versions of NPS at six different hospitals in the         
Netherlands containing 17 000 answers in NPS polls        
compared to global ratings. The regular scale of the NPS          
of 0-6 as Detractors, 7-8 as Passivers and 9-10 as          



Promoters were compared with another scale of 0-5, 6-7         
and 8-10, ranging from Detractors to Promoters. This        
alternative scale was used because psychological      
boundaries could possibly be different in the Netherlands        
compared to USA, where the NPS originates from. The         
scale from 0-10 (NPS11) was also compared to two other          
methods. The result of the survey [12] showed that the          
NPS had a correlation to the customer satisfaction.        
However, the global ratings gave a higher correlation to         
the satisfaction of the customers.  

Z-test 
To compare how well different technical qualities       
correlates, statistical tests can be performed [6]. Z-test is a          
common method of standardizing data and making       
comparisons easier. The Z-test is a measure under the null          
hypothesis H, most commonly giving measure whether       
the mean of a distribution is significantly different from         
the rest of the group [14]. Figure 2 highlights the area           
distributions of the confidence intervals of 95%, 98% and         
99%, where the Z-score is equivalent to the standard         
deviation. 

 

Figure 2. Normal distribution with three levels of confidence 
interval 

 

The Z-score indicates the statistical measure of the        
question: "How far is a certain observation from the         
standard deviation?". It is a measure of how many normal          
distributions the mean of the subgroup is from the mean          
of the whole group. The formula used to calculate the          
Z-score is shown in equations (1,2), where σ is the          
standard deviation and n is the number of samples from          
the group that is investigated. M is the mean of the chosen            
group and μ is the mean value for all of the data [6]. 

 

 

METHOD 

Data Preprocessing 
The data in this study has been provided by one of the            
biggest streaming services in Sweden. Regularly, sets of        
randomly selected paying subscribers are being sent       
surveys with questions about their experiences of the        
service. The survey is also being sent out to the user when            
the subscription has been canceled. The NPS question        
“How likely is it that you would recommend [the         
streaming service] to a friend or a colleague? ” is one of           
the questions included in the survey. In this thesis,         
surveys from the period 2017-02-28 to 2017-09-18 has        
been used. 

For every subscriber that participated in the survey during         
the selected period of time, technical data from their video          
streams has been collected. A maximum of 40 live         
streams and 40 video-on-demand streams has been       
collected from a six months period before that specific         
survey was answered. If the user had been streaming         
videos more than 40 times during this period in each of           
the two categories (live streams and video-on-demand),       
the 40 most recent streams were selected. For all         
video-on-demand and live streams an average for every        
measured technical quality was calculated for each       
person. 

Among the data, some streaming attempts did not seem to          
have started at all for unknown reasons, and some video          
streams were only a couple of seconds long etc. What          
seemed to be broken data has been removed to make sure           
that only proper streaming attempts were used. This        
means that video streams with a bitrate equal to 0 and           
streams with a playtime of less than 10 seconds were          
removed completely from the dataset. 

What in this study is being referred to as the measured           
technical qualities are buffer ratio, buffer underrun total,        
buffer underruns, seek time, startup time and effective        
time. Buffer ratio is the amount of time the stream has           
stopped to buffer divided by the duration of the video          
session. What is being referred to as buffer underrun total          
is the total length in seconds that the video has buffered,           
regardless of the length of the stream. Buffer underruns         
are the number of times that the video has paused to           
buffer. Seek time is the time it takes for the video to            
re-start when the user has decided to jump to another part           
of the video (for example if the user wants to rewatch the            
last ten seconds or jump five minutes ahead). The startup          
time is the time it takes from when the user presses play            
until the video starts playing. The effective time is         
referring to the actual play time of the video. 

The technical qualities that has been taken into        
consideration in this thesis were selected with the support         
of the previous studies mentioned in this thesis, that         

https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=%5Cmathrm%7BSE%7D%20%3D%20%5Cfrac%7B%5Csigma%7D%7B%5Csqrt%7Bn%7D%7D%5Chspace%7B1cm%7D(1)%0
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=z%20%3D%20%5Cfrac%7BM%20-%20%5Cmu%7D%7B%5Cmathrm%7BSE%7D%7D%5Chspace%7B1cm%7D(2)%0


indicated the importance bufferings and initialization      
times. The effective time was added in order to see if the            
user satisfaction had any effects on the user behaviour,         
regarding the risk that users that give the service a lower           
score might be more likely to watch less than the average           
user due to for example self interrupted streams. Due to          
uncertainties regarding how to interpret the bitrate data,        
and if the data was correct, the bitrate was not used as one             
of the technical qualities in this thesis. However, in this          
thesis, no consideration has been taken on the actual         
values in the data, only the distribution of the data has           
been taken into account. 

With the purpose of evaluating the effectiveness of the         
NPS question regarding the technical qualities, one more        
question investigating the user satisfaction was included.       
The question was included in the same survey as         
mentioned above and is a more direct measurement of         
what the users thinks about the streaming quality. 

“What rating do you put on “the streaming        
service” in the following area: Streaming” 

The question was answered on a scale from 1 to 5 with            
the option “Do not know / do not want to answer”. 

Survey answers and streaming data from a total of 7038          
subscribers has been used. Among these subscribers, 4798        
users have watched live streams and 5713 users have         
watched video-on-demand. For the users that have been        
watching both live streams and video-on-demand, the       
survey answers have been used in both categories and         
compared to the two sets of technical data separately.         
Technical data from 75 688 live streams and 112 023          
video-on-demand streams with and average of 15.8 live        
streams and 19.6 video-on-demand streams per user has        
been collected.  

25% of the users claimed that they would recommend the          
service based on the streaming quality when answering a         
multi option question. Other factors that got a higher         
answer rate were the sport content (41%), the films         
(38%), TV-series (44%) and/or the usability (41%). 

Exploring the Data 
Initial information visualization methods were used in       
order to derive which aspects of the technical data that          
could be interesting to look more closely into. Those         
information visualizations were developed mainly using      
the web visualization tools D3.js and Plotly.js , and        1 2

preprocessing was done using Python with the library        
Pandas . For example, some attempts were done to find         3

correlations between the three NPS groups and the        
different device types that the subscribers had been using.         

1 https://d3js.org/ 
2 https://plot.ly/ 
3 https://pandas.pydata.org/ 

Some attempts were also made while trying to find         
correlations between the NPS groups and a couple of         
technical qualities combined, i.e. if it for example was         
possible to say that users with a longer startup time and a            
lower buffer ratio would give a higher NPS score.         
However, the data was scattered and no obvious        
indications of correlations were derived. 

In the initial attempts of searching for correlations, the         
live streams and video-on-demand streams were not       
treated separately. First after treating the two video types         
as separate groups, some indications of correlations were        
found. Henceforward, the two categories has been used        
one by one and compared to each other. 

Scale Adaptation 
When handling the survey results, instead of calculating        
the actual NPS value, the three categories have been         
treated as separate groups (Detractors, Passives,      
Promoters). The users which gave the score 0-6 were         
categorized as Detractors, 7-8 as Passives and the ones         
who gave the score 9-10 were categorized as Promoters.         
The technical qualities of the streams belonging to these         
three user groups were then compared to each other. The          
NPS value is first and foremost a metric developed with          
the purpose of following the progress over time or         
between companies within the same field. Since the        
factors that influences the NPS value differs between        
different industries, there are no use in only looking at the           
NPS value alone. 

Unlike the NPS question, the question regarding       
perceived streaming quality was answered on a scale of         
1-5 along with the option “Do not know / do not want to             
answer”. In order to compare the results, this scale has          
been modified. The “Do not know / do not want to           
answer”-answers has been removed. The answers 1-3 has        
been translated to Detractors, 4 to Passives and those who          
voted 5 are being treated as Promoters. This assumption         
has been done with the support of Tominaga et al. [19],           
with the claim that different scaling does not have crucial          
effects on the result. 

Box Plots 
Box plots were made in order to compare the technical          
aspects of the three user groups, where the min max          
scaling was used, as shown in equation (3), where x is the            
unscaled value, y is the scaled value and X is all the data.             
For comparison between the data from the live streams         
and the video-on-demand, the min and max were scaled to          
the min respectively max of both the data from the live           
streams and the video-on-demand, for each technical       
quality separately. 

 

https://plot.ly/
https://www.codecogs.com/eqnedit.php?latex=y%3D%5Cfrac%7Bx-min(X_%7BLive%20%5Ccup%20Vod%7D)%7D%7Bmax(X_%7BLive%20%5Ccup%20Vod%7D)-min(X_%7BLive%20%5Ccup%20Vod%7D)%7D%20%5Chspace%7B1cm%7D%20(3)%0
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Normalized mean seek time for the NPS groups, 
video-on-demand 

Figure 3. Normalized mean value of the seek time  for the NPS 
groups after watching video-on-demand. 

 

 

Normalized mean seek time for the NPS groups, live streams 
 

Figure 4. Normalized mean value of the seek time for the NPS groups 
after watching live streams. 

Normalized mean buffer ratio for the NPS groups, 
video-on-demand

Figure 5. Normalized mean value of the buffer ratio for the NPS 
groups after watching video-on-demand. 

Normalized mean buffer ratio for the NPS groups, live streams 

Figure 6. Normalized mean value of the buffer ratio for the NPS 
groups after watching live stream. 

 

Normalized mean buffer underruns for the NPS groups, 
video-on-demand

Figure 7. Normalized mean value of the buffer underruns for the 
NPS groups after watching video-on-demand. 

Normalized mean buffer underruns for the NPS groups, live 
streams

Figure 8. Normalized mean value of the buffer underruns  for the 
NPS groups after watching live stream. 



 

Z-test 
The three user subgroups: Detractors, Passives,      
Promoters, were then compared using the Z-test. The        
test was used to evaluate the fit of the three NPS groups            
and also give a scoring value that is normalised and          
comparable between the technical qualities. It was used        
in order to justify whether the perceived differences are         
significantly different with more than 95% confidence       
to claim that the differences are not due to random          
factors. 

RESULTS 
The initial information visualization tests indicated that       
there were differences between the video-on-demand and       
the live streams. The data were thenceforward separated        
into these two categories. 

Box Plots 
Figure 3-8 visualize a selection of the box plots         
comparing the technical qualities: seek time (figure 3-4),        
buffer ratio (figure 5-6), and buffer underruns (figure        
7-8). Each pair of figures displays the data from the          
video-on-demand to the left and live streams to the right.          
The box plots has been cut on the y-axis due to a small             
number of outliers with significantly higher values. The        
whole set of box plots can be found in Appendix A. 

There is a clear difference in the box plots showing the           
buffer ratio between the video-on-demand and the live        
streams (figure 5-6), where the live streams has a         
decreasing spread from Detractors to Promoters whereas       
there seems to be no significant difference for the         
video-on-demand visualization. The seek times (figure      
3-4) are generally longer for video-on-demand than for        
live streams, but there are a decreasing spread on both of           
the tables. Buffer underruns had a significant difference        
for both video-on-demand and the lives streams (figure        
7-8). 

Z-test 
The following figures contains the results from the Z-tests         
where the technical data from the three subgroups        
(Detractors, Passives and Promoters) has been      
individually compared to the whole group of users        
watching live streams versus video-on-demand. The most       
common confidence intervals used in statistics are shown        
in table 1, where the z needs to be less than or larger than              
the thresholds to prove that the subgroup is different from          
the whole data with a significance larger than 95%, 98%          
or 99%.  

In the following figures, the confidence level of 95% is          
marked with dotted lines. All the bars that represents         
Z-values that have a confidence level of at least 95%, are           

marked with a brighter color. The exact Z-values are also          
available in Appendix B.  

 95 % 98 % 99 % 

z less than -1.96 -2.33 -2.58 

z larger than 1.96 2.33 2.58 

Table 1. The three most commonly used levels of confidence 
interval. If the Z-value is less than or larger than the 

threshold values shown in this table, it is statistically shown 
with each corresponding confidence level.  

Initialization times - Video-on-Demand 
The following figures are representing the results from the         
Z-test done on the startup time, seek time and effective          
time for users watching video-on-demand and answering       
the NPS question (figure 9) and the question regarding         
perceived video streaming quality (figure 10). 

 

Figure 9. Z-scores for the initialization times and effective 
time for the NPS groups for users that have watched 

video-on-demand. 

 

Figure 10.  Z-scores for the initialization times and effective 
time for the users groups that has  graded the streaming 

quality after watching video-on-demand. 



The figures 9 and 10 show no correlations between the          
startup time, seek time or effective time when asked the          
NPS question. However, when asked specifically about       
the perceived streaming quality, the users categorized as        
Detractors are shown to have a significantly longer seek         
time, with a confidence level of more than 95% accuracy.  

Initialization times - Live streams 
Figures representing the results from the Z-test done on         
the startup time, seek time and effective time for users          
watching live streams and answering the NPS question        
(figure 11) and the question regarding perceived video        
streaming quality (figure 12). 

 

Figure 11. Z-scores for the initialization times and effective 
time for the NPS groups for users that have watched live 

streams. 

 
Figure 12. Z-scores for the initialization times and effective 

time for the users groups that has  graded the streaming 
quality after watching live streams. 

For the live streams, the answers to the NPS question          
indicates clear correlations for the seek time, where the         
Detractors have significantly longer seek times and the        
Promoters significantly shorter seek times than the       
standard distribution, whereas no such correlations can be        
derived from the question about perceived streaming       
quality. For the startup time and effective time, no         
correlations can be found for either question. 

Buffer times - Video-on-Demand 
Figures representing the results from the Z-test done on         
the data on buffers for users watching video-on-demand        
and answering the NPS question (figure 13) and the         
question regarding perceived video streaming quality      
(figure 14). 

 

Figure 13. Z-scores for the buffer times for the NPS groups 
for users that have watched video-on-demand. 

 

 

Figure 14. Z-scores for the buffer times for the users groups 
that has  graded the streaming quality after watching 

video-on-demand. 

When evaluating the buffering for video-on-demand, no       
correlations are found for the NPS question. When        
grading the perceived streaming quality however, the       
Detractors have a significantly higher number of buffers        
(buffer underruns) and a significantly longer buffer time        
in total (buffer underrun total). The Passives, however, is         
the group that has a less buffering than the 95%          
confidence interval in all three categories. 

Buffer times - Live streams 
Figures representing the results from the Z-test done on         
the data on buffers for users watching live streams and          
answering the NPS question (figure 15) and the question         
regarding perceived video streaming quality (figure 16). 



For the buffers during live streams, the result shows that          
the Detractors from the NPS question has a significantly         
longer buffer underrun total and significantly more buffer        
underruns. The results from the perceived streaming       
quality the results were similar, although also including        
---- 

 

Figure 15. Z-scores for the buffer times for the NPS groups 
for users that have watched live streams. 

 

 

Figure 16. Z-scores for the buffer times for the users groups 
that has  graded the streaming quality after watching live 

streams. 

higher buffer ratio for the Detractors. For the Passives and          
the Promoters, all groups in both questions have lower         
buffers than average, with the buffer underrun total (NPS)         
and buffer underruns (perceived streaming quality)      
standing out as significantly lower than the 95%        
confidence interval. 

Summary 
The highest absolute Z-value was measured for the buffer         
underrun total for video-on-demand with the question of        
how good the perceived streaming quality was, where the         
subgroup of Passives measured a Z-value of -2.8917. The         
Detractors measured 2.4247 (figure 14). Buffer underruns       
in the same figure also performed above the threshold of          

95% confidence interval with a Z-value of 2.0941. The         
correspondent NPS figure had no significant subgroups       
(figure 13). Overall the streaming questions had a higher         
number of technical qualities above the 95% confidence        
interval than the NPS score, both in live and         
video-on-demand. There were also a higher number of        
significant Z-values for live streams than for       
video-on-demand. 

DISCUSSION 
Naturally, there are a lot of factors that are included when           
a video streaming subscriber answers the NPS question. It         
is reasonable to believe that the technical aspects is one of           
the factors affecting the score, but there are several other          
possible factors that can not be ignored. The general         
understanding of the company that provided the data for         
this thesis is that the NPS is directly and clearly affected           
by the current video content. This indicates that there for          
example could have been a raise of the NPS value for the            
group watching live streams if there would have been a          
popular sports event during the period that has been         
investigated. In the same way, the NPS value for the          
video-on-demand service could possibly be higher      
whenever a new popular TV series has been released.         
Since the video content has been ignored in this thesis, it           
is a factor that could have affected the results. The fact           
that 25% of the users marked the streaming quality as a           
reason for recommending the service indicates that it is an          
important factor, although the selection of sport, film and         
TV-series all were marked by as much as around 40% of           
the users as a contributing factor. 

Other factors that might affect the perception of the         
service are circumstances such as bad sound quality        
caused by bad microphones. During sport events, this        
might also include the moderators, outcomes and       
background noise, or possibly even frustrations over a lost         
game. 

In this study, the NPS has not been used in the same way             
as intended by Reichheld [17]. Instead of calculating the         
NPS value, the groups of Detractors, Passives and        
Promoters has been treated separately. The purpose of        
doing so was to try to find out if the technical qualities of             
these subgroups would be different. In the general        
formula of the NPS score, the Passives are left out. When           
calculating the Z-values in this thesis, the Passives have         
been included as a subgroup. 

When the NPS groups was combined with the technical         
data for the two categories of live streams and         
video-on-demand, there was a big overlap of users that         
had been watching both live streams and       
video-on-demand. For these users, the same NPS value        
was added into both of the data sets (along with the           
corresponding technical data). This could have had effects        
on the result for both user groups. One user could for           



example have been frustrated on the live streaming        
quality and given a low score, which would have lowered          
the average for the video-on-demand as well, if the user          
had been watching both. 

The Z-test stated that there were no correlations for the          
effective time. One possible reason for this might be that          
the length of the actual video has been ignored. A better           
way of investigating whether the time the users spend on          
watching the videos was affected would have been to use          
a ratio of the effective time compared to the length of the            
video. 

For most of the Z-scores regarding the perceived        
streaming quality, the Passives has a lower score than the          
Promoters (i.e longer initialization times and more       
buffering). Since so many of them are significantly lower,         
it could be indicating that the assumption that was made          
regarding translating the 1-5 scale into the NPS groups         
was faulty. If the users that scored 4 would have been           
added to the Promoters, and the score 3 was used as           
Passives, the results might have been different. 

Future Research 
Since it is likely that the NPS score from time to time gets             
affected by factors such as newly released video content         
or other temporary factors, these tests could be done on          
other data sets to see if the results would be similar. 

In this study, there is a big overlap of users who have            
been watching both live streams and video-on-demand.       
To examine the NPS groups with users that have been          
watching both for live and video-on-demand will most        
likely add noise to the results. It would be interesting to           
see if the results improve when separating the two         
categories completely, without any overlapping users.  

A further development could also be to try out different          
scaling for the NPS subgroups. The correlations might be         
stronger if for example those scoring 8 on the NPS          
question would be treated as Promoters as well. Other         
technical qualities such as bitrate can also be explored. 

When investigating the effects on the effective time, the         
study might benefit from taking the length of the videos          
into consideration. It might also be interesting to analyze         
the reasons for why the streams have ended, if the whole           
video was watched or for example whether the users are          
more likely to stop a stream after certain buffer times. 

CONCLUSION 
The results in this study indicates that the three user          
groups generated from the Net Promoter Score to some         
extent is correlating to the technical qualities of video         
streaming services, although several other factors can       
have an effect on the score. The differences were more          
significant between the subgroups when the users were        
asked to grade the perceived streaming quality directly,        

compared to the results from the NPS question, although         
the NPS question in several cases showed differences        
with a confidence level of more than 95% that a subgroup           
with lower technical qualities tended to give a lower         
score. 

The users who watches live streams have generally        
experienced shorter seek times, but longer startup times        
and longer bufferings than those watching      
video-on-demand. The NPS question suggests that they       
are more sensitive to longer buffer values than the mean          
of those watching video-on-demand. It is unclear whether        
this is due to lower technical qualities or higher         
sensitivity. 

The startup times and the effective view time proved to          
have no correlations to the user satisfaction. The other         
technical qualities considered in this thesis (the seek time         
and the buffering) had some correlations to the measured         
user satisfaction. However, no strong conclusions can be        
drawn regarding which aspects that are most important for         
the user satisfaction. 
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APPENDIX A - BOX PLOTS 
 

 

Normalized mean startup time for the NPS groups, 
video-on-demand

 

 

Normalized mean startup time for the NPS groups, live 
streams

 

  

Normalized mean seek time for the NPS groups, 
video-on-demand

 

 

Normalized mean seek time for the NPS groups, live streams 

 

 

Normalized mean effective time for the NPS groups, 
video-on-demand

 

 

Normalized mean effective time for the NPS groups, live 
streams

 

 



Normalized mean buffer ratio for the NPS groups, 
video-on-demand

 

 

Normalized mean buffer ratio for the NPS groups, live streams 

 

 

Normalized mean buffer underruns for the NPS groups, 
video-on-demand

 

 

Normalized mean buffer underruns for the NPS groups, live 
streams

 

 

Normalized mean buffer underrun total for the NPS groups, 
video-on-demand

 

 

Normalized mean buffer underrun total for the NPS groups, 
live streams

 

 

 

  



APPENDIX B - Z-SCORES 
 

 Initialization Times - 
Video-on-Demand, NPS 

 

 

Startup 
time 

Seek time Effective 
time 

Detractors -0.35407 1.7375 1.1602 

Passives -0.47161 -1.0876 -0.21817 

Promoters 1.1380 -1.4553 -1.5885 

 

 Initialization Times - 
Video-on-Demand, Streaming 

 

 

Startup 
time 

Seek time Effective 
time 

Detractors 0.61744 2.1328 0.30014 

Passives -0.88186 -0.93903 -0.67767 

Promoters 0.20521 -1.8038 0.39666 

 

 Initialization Times - Live Streams, 
NPS question 

 

 

Startup 
time 

Seek time Effective 
time 

Detractors -0.82251 2.1122 1.1032 

Passives 0.47166 -1.1745 -1.5216 

Promoters 0.81563 -2.1419 0.056061 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Initialization Times - Live Streams, 
Streaming question 

 

 

Startup 
time 

Seek time Effective 
time 

Detractors 0.051734 1.4431 0.32930 

Passives -0.58268 -0.42586 -0.31065 

Promoters 0.66455 -1.8253 -0.14187 

 

 Buffer - Video-on-Demand, NPS 

 

 

Buffer 
ratio 

Buffer 
underruns 

Buffer 
underrun 
total 

Detractors 0.19071 1.7697 0.91201 

Passives -1.5432 -1.8740 -1.7053 

Promoters 1.5684 -0.55232 0.61307 

 

 Buffer - Video-on-Demand, Streaming 

 

 

Buffer 
ratio 

Buffer 
underruns 

Buffer 
underrun 
total 

Detractors 1.4822 2.0941 2.4247 

Passives -1.9636 -1.9641 -2.8917 

Promoters 0.30968 -0.52852 0.12451 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Buffer - Live Streams, NPS 

 

 

Buffer 
ratio 

Buffer 
underruns 

Buffer 
underrun 
total 

Detractors 1.4802 2.0142 1.9894 

Passives -1.1213 -1.7240 -2.2049 

Promoters -1.1153 -1.2614 -0.59617 

 

 Buffer - Live Streams, Streaming 

 

 

Buffer 
ratio 

Buffer 
underruns 

Buffer 
underrun 
total 

Detractors 2.2630 2.5325 1.9768 

Passives -1.6144 -2.5283 -1.7613 

Promoters -1.6444 -0.91182 -0.98477 
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